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Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach (L-MSL)

Overview
Language is learnt through listening and speaking to others. Children learned their mother
language by simple imitation, listening to and repeating what adults said. Babies start babbling
at one year old, the first words that they learn are by listening to parents, understanding and
then reproducing these words. Up to four years old, they are able to fluently exchange with
parents without learning grammar or writing. Their remarkable abilities of acquiring mother
language effortlessly draw robust interests to researchers, scientists, teachers and students
alike, in an attempt to understand and apply it to second language acquisition.
The Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach (L-MSL) for second language
acquisition, in line with this attempt, is formulated based on the contemporary research on
second language acquisition and brain functions relating to language study. It assumes that
adult second language acquisition as a parallel process to child mother language acquisition,
and draws on influential learning hypotheses highlighting the existence of innate language
learning faulty with internal linguistic map for language acquisition, and brain lateralization for
different language learning functions in the left and right hemispheres. The great tribute is paid
to Stephen Krashen and his revolutionary Second Language Acquisition Theory, James Asher
and his unique TPR language by command approach in language learning, Michael Gasser and
his insightful book on How Language Works, Jennifer Culbertson and her groundbreaking study
in learning biases and typological universals in syntax and morphosyntax, Patricia Kuhl and her
fundamental work on Native Language Magnet Theory, Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner and
their profound Conceptual Blending Theory, and in particular to those great minds behind The
Brain from Top to Bottom and Wikipedia, and their evidence-based generous free learning
resources.
The Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach stresses that the language is first
listened and spoken, and then it is read and written. It aims to combine our inherent
competence
skills

with

through

inputs,

which

acquired

multisensory
is

proactive

interaction of listening (ears),
speaking (mouth and tongue),
reading (eyes) and writing
(hands). In Listening-based
Multisensory Synchro Learning
Approach, listening, speaking,
reading

and

writing

are

synchronised and interacted,
meaning

that

to

practice

listening, speaking, reading and writing simultaneously. The technique applied in
Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach is Listening-based Repetition –
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Imitation – Comprehension - Dictation (L-RICD), by which students can fast, easily and
effectively develop their linguistic competence as well as communicative competence of a
second language.
Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach is contemplated upon mother
language acquisition, and therefore, we will discuss the theoretical and scientific ground of the
Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach in parallel with mother language
acquisition in context with language acquisition process. Particular attention is paid on the
nature, characteristics and mechanisms underlined language acquisition process, and draw
strengths of conscious learning to subconscious acquisition. In this paper, thereafter, we will
refer language ‘acquisition’ as a subconscious process, whilst the ‘learning’ as a conscious
activity. In addition, the term ‘mother language acquisition’ we used in this paper refers to
children mastery of mother language naturally, whilst the tem ‘second language acquisition’
means adults learning a second language other than mother language. We will first review the
theoretical background of Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach from
influential Second Language Acquisition Theory and the Total Physical Response approach.

Theoretical Background
Second Language Acquisition Theory
Most of us have perceived that language learning occurred when we first consciously learned a
rule, and then practiced it again and again until it was "automatic", that is acquisition through
rule practice. However, the second language acquisition theory by Stephen D Krashen,
emeritus professor of University of Southern California, stressed that leaning does not "turn
into" acquisition, and acquired knowledge of rules preceding learning.
The

Second

Language

Acquisition

Theory

has

challenged

the

commonly

used

grammar-translation, audio-lingual and cognitive-code language learning methods, shaped the
second language teaching as well as learning to a new era by emphasizing the role of
comprehensible input, the subconscious acquisition ("picking-up" a language) rather than
conscious learning ("knowing about" a language), which raised greatly the importance of
listening in second language learning.
We summarise the Second Language Acquisition Theory into the following five points:
1.

Language acquisition occurs naturally when language is used for what it was designed for,
communication, and it does not require extensive use of conscious grammatical rules or
tedious drill.

2.

We acquire by understanding language that contains structure a bit beyond our current
level of competence (i + 1). This is done with the help of context or extra-linguistic
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information. Production ability (speaking, reading and writing) emerges on its own after
enough competence has been developed by listening and understanding.
3.

The language acquired directly via input, what we read and hear (listening and reading),
and indirectly via output, actual talking (speaking) and writing. The method that provides
substantial quantities and qualities of comprehensible and interesting/relevant input in a
low anxiety situation, and "put grammar in its place" is superior to traditional
grammar-translation, cognitive-code or audio-lingual pattern drill methods.

4.

The interaction of variables that resulting comprehensible input causes second language
acquisition. Improvement comes from supplying communicative and comprehensible input.
Students would gain more from active participating communicative exercises (speaking,
reading and writing) than from just focused listening comprehension exercises.

5.

Adults retain the natural language acquisition capacity that children have. Child-adult
differences in attainment are not due to any change in the "language acquisition device"
(brain that responsible for language acquisition) but are due to the filter, a factor that is
external to the "language acquisition device".

Amongst various applied methods performed according to second language acquisition theory
that focus on providing comprehensible input and do not force early production, the Total
Physical Response or TPR, developed by James J. Asher, emeritus professor of San José State
University, is one of the most successful methods used worldwide.

Total Physical Response
Total Physical Response (TPR) is a language teaching method through coordination of speech
and action. The TPR assumes the following three critical elements of child language acquisition:
1.

Listening in advance of speaking: "It may be that listening comprehension maps the
blueprint for the future acquisition of speaking".

2.

The understanding of spoken language may be acquired when adults manipulate the
physical behavior of the infant through commands.

3.

Listening skill may produce a 'readiness' for the child to speak. As understanding develops,
there is a point of readiness to speak in which the child spontaneously begins to produce
utterances.

As described in the “Future Directions for fast, stress-free learning on the right side of the

brain”, that infants internalize and acquire language (the strange utterances) through
language-body conversations with their parents, an intricate linguistic map ("biological wiring")
of how the language works. When the internal linguistic map is imprinted with enough detail,
talk is released analogous to the spontaneous appearance of speech in infants. And when talk
appears, it will be fragmented, distorted, and primitive compared with a fluent understanding
of the target language.
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The results of TPR comparison studies with traditional methods are clear and consistent, and
the phenomenon of comprehension followed by production is so striking that Professor Asher
believes that there is a design in the brain and nervous system with "biological wiring"
programmed.
The second language acquisition theory and the TPR practice provide theoretical and practical
basis that second language acquisition is possible if the following critical elements are met: 1)
there is a language acquisition device inherent in us all; 2) learning through acquisition, and
comprehension (input) followed by production (output); 3) when there is enough
comprehensible input, and when the internal linguistic map is imprinted with enough detail, the
production will be in place. But as we will see later in our discussions that the second language
acquisition is not as simple and that easy as a child acquiring mother language due to some
fundamental differences between children and adults. Moreover, just like what Professor
Krashen pointed out himself at the end, there are some serious problems in Second Language
Acquisition Theory, because of the fact that acquisition differs from learning in two major ways:
acquisition is slow and subtle, while learning is fast and obvious. In Listening-based
Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach, we aim to tackle this problem, and in the meanwhile
remaining the comprehensible input as the means of encouraging language acquisition through
listening-based technique: Repetition – Imitation – Comprehension - Dictation (L-RICD) which
draws joined effort from both subconscious acquisition and conscious learning.
In order for us to discuss whether we can apply a similar approach of mother language
acquisition to a second language, we will have to first look at the language acquisition process
and how babies learn mother language through this process effortlessly.

Language Acquisition Process
Language is a finite system of units of sound that are combined in a specific order to form
words. These words serve as symbols that are arbitrarily related to objects. We can then
combine these words with one another to produce a potentially infinite number of sentences.
Language is traditionally seen as consisting of three parts: signs, meanings and a code
connecting signs with their meanings. Signs can be composed of sounds, gestures, letters or
symbols depending on whether the language is spoken, signed or written. How particular
speech sounds are used to produce meaningful utterances is called phonology. Signs can be
combined into complex signs such as words and phrases under the rules of syntax or grammar.
The meaning that is connected to individual signs, words and phrases is called semantics.
Codes are rule-driven systems which transmit the intended meanings by encoding and
decoding the signs. When used in communication a sign is encoded as a signal and transmitted
by a sender through a channel to a receiver who decodes it.
Therefore, learning a language requires the simultaneous mastery of phonological, syntactic
and semantic skills. Understanding their categorized concepts, inherent structures and
www.121ChineseLessons.com
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relational functions, and how their components interact and integrate for language production
are essential for language learning. It is through blending of these interrelated conceptual
structures we acquire what so called language sense, a driven force for language acquisition.
We will look into this point for details later. The following diagrams aim to illustrate these vital
components and their relationships. Each component calls for synchronization of its three vital
elements, and their categorized concepts, coherent structures and interrelated functions. The
overlap of the diagram represents the mapping and blending as results of interaction,
interrelation and integration of all elements and units for encode-transmit-decode messages.

Phonological Process
As we mentioned above, sound is at the beginning of language learning. Phonology concerns
systematic use of speech sound to encode meaning in language. The speech sound signal
contains a number of acoustic cues which differentiate speech sounds belonging to different
phonetic categories. Language development experiments show that babies at 2-3 months old,
are able to discriminate sequences of tones of any languages; by 3-4 months old they were
able to discriminate sequences of syllables; by 4 months of age, babies can read lips and
discriminate speech sounds of all languages; by 8 months old, babies are capable of learning
the frequencies at which different phones occur together, and by 9 months, they can distinguish
sequences of sounds that obey the phonotactics of the languages, but as we will see later they
tend to lose this ability at 10 -12 months old.
This

progressive

phonological

process

consists of three vital elements - prosody,
phoneme and syllable:

Prosody in linguistics refers to the rhythm,
stress, intonation and related features of
speech. The important roles of prosody and
its relationship with other elements are
highlighted in its features of lengthening
the duration of phonemes and syllables,
acoustic

intensity

(loudness),

and

frequency (pitch) simultaneously compiled
and delivered with the linguistic utterance, that help us to infer meaning. There are well
presented experimental evidences that prosodic properties rhythm and intonation are all
newborn babies need to discriminate various languages. Moreover, the syntactic parameter has
a prosodic correlate, prominence, which is signaled both in terms of rhythm and intonation
according to Dr. Anne Christophe, Senior Research Scientist (CNRS), Director of the Laboratoire
de Sciences Cognitives et Psycholinguistique.

Phoneme is the smallest unit of sound that is combined in various sequences to form
morphemes, which is the smallest semantically meaningful unit in a language. All spoken
languages have phonemes of at least two different categories: vowels and consonants that can
www.121ChineseLessons.com
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be combined into forming syllables.

Syllable is a unit of pronunciation having one vowel sound, with or without surrounding
consonants, forming the whole or a part of a word. It is considered the phonological "building
blocks" of words. They can influence the rhythm of a language, its prosody, its poetic meter
and its stress patterns. There are many phonological phenomena suggest that syllable
structure is not just a fact about how words are in a particular language, but a piece of abstract
phonological knowledge that plays an active role in speech production and perception.
Phonology examines the internal structure specific to a given language. Phonology is not just
concerned with categories or objects, such as consonants, vowels, phonemes, syllables, but is
also crucially about their relations. From above illustration we see that there is structure to the
sounds of language. The structured phonological elements - phonemes, syllables, words,
intonational phrases in paradigmatic contrast, yet syntagmatically related to each other:
phonemes are sequentially grouped or parsed into syllables; restrictions on the sequential
order of phonemes in a syllable; multiple hierarchies, and headedness. It is the interaction of
these phonological elements provides auditory inputs for building the next level of syntactic
analysis and semantic meaning.

Semantic Process
Languages express meaning by relating a sign to a meaning, thus languages must have a
vocabulary of words related to specific meaning. Semantics studies the way that complex
combinations of sounds or words successfully convey meaning. It focuses on the relation
between signifiers, such as words, phrases, signs and symbols, and what they stand for, their
denotation. The meaning is as the result of the composition from smaller units of meaning –
morphemes, vocabulary and the context.

Morpheme is the smallest sequence of
phonemes that capable of creating a distinction
in meaning, and can be isolated in a sentence in
any given language.

Vocabulary is a supply of expressive means of
a language. It is a list of words and often
phrases of a language with meanings or
translations into another language.

Context is the “meaning beyond the words”, it
is part of a text or statement that surrounds a
particular word or passage and clarifies its meaning.
Semantic concepts are often embedded in the morphology or syntax of the language in the
www.121ChineseLessons.com
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form of grammatical categories. All languages contain the semantic structure of predication.
The predictability resulting from systematization allows language users to produce and
understand new words and meanings by applying their knowledge of the language’s
grammatical categories. Once a word has been recognized from its phonemes, its meaning will
depend on several factors: what it designates in the world, the context in which it is being
spoken, and most important, the way that it fits together with its neighbors in the sentence that is, its syntax.

Syntactic Process
Syntax is the rules and principles that
govern

the

sentence

structure

of

any

individual language. Morphemes combine to
form words, words combine into phrases, and
phrases combine into clauses according to set
rules.

Word is the smallest freestanding unit of
meaning. Spoken words are made up of units
of phonemes, and every word comprises one
or more morphemes.

Phrase is a group of words which form a
constituent and so function as a single conceptual unit for a meaning in the syntax of a
sentence. A phrase is lower on the grammatical hierarchy than a clause.

Clause is the smallest grammatical unit that can express a complete proposition, which means
it constitutes the basics of a sentence. In some languages it may be a pair or group of words
that consists of a subject and a predicate.
Syntax looks at how words are formed into complete sentences, word categorization, such as
nouns and verbs with the dependent categories of adjectives and adverbs, word orders, that is,
the clustering of words within a larger order, and word functions such as terminations of
abstract nouns, verb inflections etc are essential in construction of any meaningful sentence.
Professor Noam Chomsky demonstrated the importance of syntax in natural languages with his
famous sentence “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.” Obviously, this sentence has no real
meaning, but its syntax is so correct that we try to find one anyway. With syntax, an infinite
number of sentences are possible using a fairly small finite number of words.
Same as systematicity and productivity, the semantic categorization, structure dependence,
and function correlation are also common properties of any language. The above diagrams and
illustrations demonstrated the syntagmatic relationships of categorized language components
and their interdependent syntagmatic structures, shown in the overlapped areas of each
www.121ChineseLessons.com
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diagrams. They are all equally vital and interdependent, but the concept categorization is of the
most important aspects of language.
Brain-imaging studies have shown that within the brain, language is organized according to
semantic categories and not according to words. As evidenced that infants 4 weeks old show
categorical perception and have pattern abstraction capabilities, and at 6 months old, infants
are able to make use of prosodic features of the ambient language to break the speech stream
they are exposed to into meaningful units, and perceptually 'sort' novel instances of phonemes
into categories. They can detect similarity across different voices, intonation contours, and
phonological contexts. We will explore how babies can actually do this in later discussions. The
most valuable thing about categorization is that it lets us create concepts - general, abstract
mental representations. And concepts in turn make language a tool that lets us expand our
cognitive capacities so that we can apply them more effectively to better understand the world.
To simplify the matter, we summarise
the language acquisition processes that
is sound to phoneme (phonological
processing),

phoneme

to

meaning

(semantic processing), and phoneme
to

sentence

processing)

structure

into

a

(syntactic

simple

logistic

diagram on the left:
In the diagram, phoneme, the smallest
unit

of

sound

manipulated

with

prosody, forms morphemes. And by
combining

these

phonemes

and

morphemes, we can construct as many words as we like. We can then combine these words to
produce a potentially infinite number of sentences. More importantly, the categorized semantic
concepts and structures encoded in parallel with embedded patterns and syntactic parameters
‘passing down’ systematically in corresponding with the brain processing and articulation
apparatus for ultimate speech production.

Speech Production
The ultimate purpose of language acquisition is speech production. As shown in the diagram
above, speech production (articulatory output) involves the coordinated functions of the
linguistic, cognitive and physiological levels. Though the whole production process is rather
intricate, we simplify it to as auditory input - brain processing - articulatory output processes.

Auditory Input (Linguistic level)
Linguistically, auditory input refers to phonological features of speech sound, phonemes,
www.121ChineseLessons.com
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syllables, and words etc linguistic form required for expression. In this process, auditory input is
formulated into linguistic form in terms of generation of a syntactic frame, and phonological
encoding which specifies the phonetic form. The quantity and quality of auditory input all
matter in language acquisition.

Brain processing (Cognitive level)
The auditory input is perceived and processed by the auditory system of the brain. There are
two main parallel neural pathways involved in this process through cerebellum, as indicated in
the diagram above: one that carries sensory messages (auditory inputs e.g. speech sound)
from sensory organs to the part of the brain that analyzes, processes and interprets them
(neural processing, the interactions between neurons), and brain send down transformed
information from the motor cortex to the articulators for speech production. The cerebellum
aids the sequencing of speech syllables into fast, smooth and rhythmically organized words and
longer utterances.

Articulatory Output (Physiological level)
This process involves the retrieval of the particular motor phonetics of a word and the motor
coordination of appropriate phonation and articulation by the lungs, glottis, larynx, tongue, lips,
jaw, and other parts of the vocal apparatus. Once the linguistic encoding has taken place the
brain sends electrical signals along nerves from the cortex to articulators which control
breathing to enable us to articulate the spoken language.
In our listening based Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach, we learn
words with multisensory means in addition to simple auditory input, in this way, the groups of
neurons in different parts of our brain process the multi-stream information from ears, eyes,
mouth, hand (listening, speaking, reading aloud, writing) and so on. Our brain then draws
connections among these different groups of neurons, and these relationships constitute our
perception of the word. Subsequently, whenever we want to remember the word, we must
reconstruct these relationships until it becomes automatic. The continuous parallel processing
through repeated multisensory works reinforces our memory systems for those associated
information. Though the whole language acquisition process is rather more complex than what
it appears in our simplified diagram, it may provide us traces on how possibly babies can learn
their mother language with only information it hears being spoken around them.

Mother Language Acquisition
Language Development
Children's language development moves from simple to complex. Infants start without
language. Yet by four months of age, babies can read lips and discriminate speech sounds. The
www.121ChineseLessons.com
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language that infants speak is called babbling. There has been evidence indicating that
newborn infants have had exposure to at least some characteristics of native language while
still in the womb, meaning that prenatal auditory experience is involved. Infants are able to
distinguish more categories of speech sounds than adults. Research has shown that the
acquisition of native language phonology begins as early as in the womb when the fetus can
recognize the sounds and speech patterns of its mother's voice.
The following table illustrates Children's language development moving from simple to complex,
and yet isn’t completely adult-like until the teenage years.

From birth to 1 year

About 1–2 years

About 3–5 years

About 6–10 years

Phonology

Semantics

Babies start to make
speech sounds – at
around 2 months,
cooing, this mostly
consists of vowel
sounds, and at around
4 months, cooing turns
into babbling which is
the repetitive
consonant-vowel
combination.
Can recognise and
simplify word
pronunciation by
repeating the first
consonant-vowel or
deleting unstressed
syllables in multisyllable
word (e.g. 'TV'='didi'
'banana'='nana').
Phonological awareness
continues to improve as
well as pronunciation

Comprehension
develops before
production with about a
5 month lag. Babies
have an innate
preference to listen to
mother's voice. Babies
can recognise familiar
words and use
preverbal gestures.

Can master syllable
stress patterns to
distinguish between
similar words.

Syntax / Grammar

Vocabulary grows to
several hundred words,
and spurt between
18–24 months,
including fast mapping

Start using two word
combinations. Brown,
R. summarised 75% of
children's two-word
utterances in 11
semantic relations.

Children usually have
difficulty using words
correctly, but
understand metaphors.

Using simple 3 word
sentences at around 3
years with grammatical
morphemes added. And
gradually produce
complex grammatical
structures.
Children refine the
complex grammatical
structures such as
passive voice.

Can understand
meanings of words
based on their
definitions.

But how exactly could babies do this without learning all those attached rules initially? In other
words, what mechanisms are underlined in their natural acquisition process?

Statistical Learning and Native Language Magnet Theory
A variety of studies show that infants’ perception of phonetic categories is affected by
distributional patterns in the sounds they hear, they are able to extract meaningful distinctions
in the language they are exposed to from statistical properties of that language. Cross-cultural
studies also indicate that infants are sensitive to the statistical distribution of sounds they hear
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in natural language, meaning that infants can learn language, and they can do it by using the
statistical learning strategy. Patricia Kuhl, Co-director of UW Institute for Learning and Brain
Sciences, describe statistical learning is computational in nature, and reflects implicit
(subconscious) rather than explicit (conscious) learning. It relies on the ability to automatically
pick up and learn from the statistical regularities that exist in the stream of sensory information,
and strongly influences both phonetic learning and early word learning. The same underlined
principle is also applicable to second language acquisition.
Following the studies on the developmental transition from infants' universal phonetic capacity
to their native phonetic discrimination, Professor Kuhl and team proposed the Native Language
Magnet Theory (NLM) of speech development to account for the influence of linguistic
environment on speech perception, as illustrated below in their article Phonetic learning as a

pathway to language: new data and native language magnet theory expanded (NLM-e):
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The diagram shows that young infants learn ‘statistically’ at many levels, including phonetic,
phonotactic, lexical and syntactic. But experimental interventions mimicking natural language
learning situations, social factors, and non-linguistic cognitive factors, as well as neural
commitment all play an important role in phonetic learning.
NLM-e predicts strong linkages between the perceptual representations formed through
experience with language and vocal imitation, and views the connection as developmental in
nature, i.e. infants forge a link between speech perception and production based on perceptual
experience and a learned mapping between perception and production. On this formulation,
sensory learning occurs first, based on experience with language, and this guides the
development of motor patterns. Infants’ vocal play allows them to relate the auditory results of
their own vocalizations to the articulatory movements that caused them, and this creates a
learned mapping between the two. Infants strive to imitate the sounds they hear and are
guided by the degree of ‘match’ between the sounds they produce and those stored in memory.
A similar process is also required for second language acquisition, as we will discuss it later in
what we called babbling in second language acquisition.
It has been suggested that native language phonetic performance is indicative of neural
commitment to the native language, while non-native phonetic performance reveals
uncommitted neural circuitry. Neural networks stay flexible and continue to ‘learn’ until the
number and variability of occurrences of a particular phonetic unit produce a distribution that
predicts new instances of that unit and do not significantly shift the underlying distribution. This
would arguably promote listening based second language acquisition, focusing on initial
phonetic perception as proposed in Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach.
Research on infant’s statistical learning and mechanism underlying the change of their speech
perception between native and non-native provide ground work for second language
acquisition methodology, especially for those emphasizing on comprehensible inputs in second
language acquisition like Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach. In fact,
there is another important indicator arguably contribute in parallel to the developmental
transition from infants' universal phonetic capacity to their native phonetic discrimination, that
is dominance shift from right hemisphere to left hemisphere.

Right Hemisphere vs Left Hemisphere
The human brain is divided into two hemispheres – left and right, and two hemispheres operate
in parallel and whose interaction makes human language in all its complexity possible. However,
the brain function lateralization is evident in the phenomena of the linear reasoning and
language functions, such as grammar, vocabulary and literal often are lateralized to the left
hemisphere of the brain. In contrast, prosodic language functions, such as intonation and
accentuation, as well as pragmatic, contextual are often lateralized to the right hemisphere of
the brain. The processing of visual and audio logical stimuli, spatial manipulation, facial
perception, and artistic ability seem to be functions of the right hemisphere. Put it simple, the
www.121ChineseLessons.com
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right hemisphere is more involved with intuition, spatial
awareness and putting things together to form wholes – the
opposite of analytical functions, which is the main function of
left hemisphere.
Dr. Rhawn Joseph investigated the linguistic expression and
comprehension of a language of which a speaker convey and
a listener discern intent, attitude, feeling, mood, context,
and meaning of the spoken language. He stressed in his

Right Hemisphere Language that it is now well established
that the right hemisphere is superior to the left in
distinguishing, interpreting, and processing vocal inflectional
nuances; and the right hemisphere is fully capable of
determining and deducing not only what a persons feels about what he or she is saying, but
why and in what context he is saying it - even in the absence of vocabulary and other
denotative linguistic features. He further pointed out that during the early stages of neonatal
and infant development, the role of the right hemisphere in language expression and
perception was even more pronounced. Language in the neonate and infant is dominated by
the right hemisphere, which in turn accounts for the initial prosodic, melodic, and emotional
qualities of their vocalizations.
Hence the moment a child is conceived, its brain is developing rapidly in the fetus. Scientific
findings reveal that the temporal lobe, the home of the primary auditory cortex for auditory
perception, and for the processing of semantics in both speech and vision, is the first to develop
after the neonatal root at the top of the brain stem. The outer cortex of the brain develops from
right to left, and the right hemisphere is highly active in the womb, while the left hemisphere is
relatively dormant. The infant’s early developing right hemisphere also has deep connections
into the limbic and autonomic nervous systems for memory, emotions and perception.
During fetal development, emotions and even thoughts are absorbed there by the fetus from
impulses it receives from its mother, and turn eventually into the foundation of rudimentary
communications of infancy. Experiments show that fetus can distinguish a new syllable when it
arises in the middle of a repeated familiar word, can also distinguish a male voice from a female
one, preferably to its mother’s voice, and retained a memory of linguistic elements “prosody”
that it heard before its birth. This remarkable phenomenon makes scientists to believe that
infants are supersensitive with extra sensory abilities, carried out through the phenomenal fetal
right hemisphere to detect and process information involving microwaves or magnetism or
electric charges. It’s through these senses developed during the first weeks of life in the womb
that the child will construct its first mental representations of the world, which it will
subsequently refine by means of language.
Once the child is born, its memory develops and helps it to move beyond the “here and now”
limits of the sensory world. While the outside world continues to shape its brain development
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through experiences, such as via five senses - hearing (mummy’s voice), vision (daddy’s face),
smell (mummy’s skin), touch (grandparents caressing) and taste (milk), babies also go through
important prelinguistic stages of communication through their repertoire of facial expressions,
cries, and babbling. During the first few months of life, babies can perceive and discriminate all
the sounds of any human language, but as they grow older, they begin processing language in
a less global way and focus more and more on the language (mother tongue) that is spoken
around them, its left hemisphere gradually gain functional dominance of language acquisition
for grammatical and vocabulary aspects of speech, and its right hemisphere pathway becomes
less engaged. By one year old, the baby gradually lose certain abilities, such as the ability to
recognize certain sounds and accents that it does not experience in its mother tongue. The
pruning-down brain phase "use it or lose it" principle is considered to be account for, by which
those cells and neuro-connections that are used will survive and flourish, for example, in
preference to mother language and engaging in more vocabulary and grammatical
conversations, which are lateral left-brain language functions.
Though the left hemisphere is still regarded as the dominant hemisphere for language, the role
of the right hemisphere in understanding the context in which language is used has also been
well established, especially in understanding metaphorical language and prosody. When the left
hemisphere is damaged, the right hemisphere can play an even more important role in
language. Lesion studies have shown that the right hemisphere’s role in language appears to be
far wider, for example, if a very young child’s left hemisphere dominant for language is removed
in hemispherectomy operation, the right hemisphere will take over its language functions
almost perfectly. This phenomenon suggests that the right hemisphere has what it takes to
handle the main functions of language, and the plasticity of the right hemisphere persists
beyond what is generally
considered the critical
period

for

language

acquisition. It could be
well argued why the left
hemisphere overpowers
the right hemisphere,
because that numerous
decisions and judgments
that we have to make
throughout our daily life
are based on reason and
logic, the functions of
left hemisphere. Even
throughout our education, we are rewarded for left hemisphere functions. So the right
hemisphere appears to have not been given enough chance to act due to the overwhelming
amount of the verbal and analytical information being transmitted by the left hemisphere.
However, we will see in our later discussions that right hemisphere has profound functional
abilities that can be maximum utilized for second language acquisition through what we called
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the ‘language sense’, a subconscious operation as a functional substitute to baby’s
supersensitive extra-sensory abilities.

Subconscious Acquisition vs Conscious Learning
It’s quite obvious that not all parts of our brain
operate

in

conscious

processes.

There

are

numerous unconscious processes that take place
beneath the cortex and have no conscious
counterpart. For example, in our daily life, we
accomplish a multitude of tasks unconsciously such
as driving a car or touch typing, and that these
unconscious processes are far more numerous than
our conscious actions, account for 90% of our mind.
The majority of our cognitive processes are
unconscious, and there are entire areas of learning
and memory that take place outside the realm of consciousness. Language, in particular, we
employ our thoughts, the syntax and vocabulary automatically in any communications, where
two kinds of processes, conscious and unconscious, work simultaneously.
As for child mother language acquisition, we have mentioned before that children learn to read
and write several years after they acquired spoken language. In other words, the conscious
learned language - graphic language symbols, is added onto the subconscious acquired
language - phonological language symbols. For the second language, in spite of the fact that
children can obtain their second language naturally before critical period, in most of the cases,
however, they have to ‘acquire’ phonological language symbols as well as ‘learn’ graphic
language symbols. A good indicator of combined conscious and subconscious effort in learning
is memory, the record left by subconscious acquisition and conscious learning processes, which
lets us store and retrieve both information acquired and learned. We will briefly look at the
long-term memory here, and discuss other forms in later discussions.
Memory (long-term memory) can be divided into explicit and implicit memory, though they are
interacting all the time. Explicit memory (declarative memory) involves conscious recollection of
previous experiences and information, and is also responsible for the formation of new
representations or data structures. In other words, explicit memory refers to the knowledge
through conscious learning. To create explicit memories, we have to do something, think about
it, talk about it, write it down, and study it. The more we do, the better we will remember, and
the easier we are able to retrieve it. In contrast, implicit memory (procedural memory), is an
unconscious, non-intentional form of memory, it is formed without awareness. In other words,
the implicit memory refers to subconscious acquired knowledge, such as mother language.
Research indicates that implicit memory operates through a different mental process from
explicit memory.
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We have demonstrated that understanding and producing language requires the simultaneous
mastery of lexical (vocabulary), syntactic (grammar), and semantic (meaning) skills. Linguistic
studies show that we learn our mother language mainly rely on implicit memory, but we acquire
the grammar through repeated exposure to certain kinds of sentences that we implicitly encode
the grammatical rules involved and eventually come to understand and produce our own
sentences effortlessly. The lexicon and the semantic of our mother language, on the other hand,
depend on explicit memory, which lets us retain the various meanings of words accumulated
repeatedly throughout our lifetimes. In addition, any language communication calls for
different forms of memory in order to perform articulate functions. For example, to pronounce
any given word that we know, we must place our tongue and mouth in a particular position
unconsciously, which obviously must have stored in our brain somewhere.
Although the language acquisition theory and brain research all emphasize that language
acquisition is a natural phenomenon, occurs even without intervention, we can see from above
analysis that language is not completely genetic. It is a combination of nature and nurture. The
neuroscience has also pointed out that the brain has the capacity to rewire itself, form new
neural pathways, and strengthen brain areas that stimulate language acquisition and learning
with repetitive inputs and activities to reinforce new learning. Like what Kenneth Wesson,
Education Consultant, Neuroscience, says that, a significant portion of our learning is governed
by a genetically pre-determined sequence of skills, which are mastered based on how and
when other regions and structures inside the human brain go "on-line." In addition to being
genetically programmed, brain growth and development are also immensely influenced by
neural plasticity. The brain constantly modifies the connections among its trillion brain cells that
are consistently impacted by incidents processed consciously and unconsciously by the brain.
So far we have discussed the nature of language acquisition and some important features
underlined mother language acquisition, we are now more interested to see if adults have
similar capacities as that of children have.

Second Language Acquisition
Plasticity of Brain
Up to the 20th century, the neuroscientists believed that brain structure is relatively immutable.
Decades of research on neuroplasticity have now shown that substantial changes occur in the
lowest neocortical processing areas can profoundly alter the pattern of neuronal activation in
response to experience. Learning depends on the plasticity of the circuits in the brain - the
ability of the neurons to make lasting changes in the efficiency of their synaptic transmission.
The neuronal connections could strengthen or weaken over time, and these changes underlie
learning and memory.
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Critical periods were studied with respect to
language, the resulting data suggested that
although sensory pathways were fixed after the
critical period (childhood), the external factors
could alter behavior and cognition by modifying
connections between existing neurons and via
neurogenesis in the hippocampus (responsible
for consolidation of information from short-term
memory to long-term memory and spatial
navigation) and other parts of the brain, including the cerebellum. The picture right, by Gray
Matter, shows that the neurons make new connections during learning. New evidence also
indicates that learning creates connections between not only adjacent neurons but also
between distant neurons, and that connections are made from simple circuits to complex ones
and from complex circuits to simple ones.
Perhaps one of the best evidence to make our point is the digest of “Brain Research:

Implications for Second Language Learning” by Fred Genesee, Professor of psychology at
McGill University, prepared with funding from the U.S. Dept. of Education, and produced jointly
with the Center for Research on Education, Diversity & Excellence (CREDE), it highlights that:
1.

Language learning is a natural phenomenon; it occurs even without intervention.

2.

Different regions of the brain have specialized functions developed from a genetic
blueprint that designed for processing certain kinds of information from birth, however,
these specialized functions are not fixed at birth but are shaped by experience and
learning.

3.

Learning by the brain is through connections within the brain and between the brain and
the outside world. Learning creates connections between not only adjacent neurons but
also between distant neurons, and that connections are made from simple circuits to
complex ones and from complex circuits to simple ones.

4.

The process of learning a foreign language by the brain involves the following stages:
1)

Exposure to unfamiliar speech sounds (initial listening) is initially registered by the
brain as undifferentiated neural activity. Neural activity is diffuse, because the brain
has not learned the acoustic patterns that distinguish one sound from another.

2)

As exposure continues (by repetition etc), the listener (and the brain) learns to
differentiate among different sounds and even among short sequences of sounds that
correspond to words or parts of words.

3)

Neural connections that reflect this learning process are formed in the auditory
(temporal) cortex of the left hemisphere for most individuals.

4)

With further exposure, both the simple and complex circuits (corresponding to simple
sounds and sequences of sounds) are activated at virtually the same time
(simultaneous) and more easily.

5)

Interconnected neurons activated. Connections are formed among adjacent neurons
to form circuits, connections also begin to form with neurons in other regions of the
brain that are associated with visual (reading), tactile (writing), and even olfactory
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information related to the sound of the word. These connections give the sound of the
word meaning.
6)

Parallel processing of the brain (Synchronous). Simultaneous activation of circuits in
different areas of the brain occurred when brain is receiving input from multiple
external sources auditory (listening), visual (reading), tactile (writing), spatial, motor.

5.

Learning is a process that establishes new connections among neural networks. In early
stages of learning, neural circuits are activated piecemeal, incompletely, and weakly. As
exposure is repeated, less input is needed to activate the entire network. With time and
practice, activation and recognition can become automatic (fluent and articulated)

6.

Brain research indicates that higher order brain centers that process complex, abstract
information can activate and interact with lower order centers, as well as vice versa.
Effective teaching and learning should focus on both parts and wholes of the language
skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing), because the brain naturally links local neural
activity to circuits that are related to different experiential domains.

What the digest highlighted above remarkably provides us the scientific ground and framework
on why and how Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach can be an effective
approach for second language learning. We will further examine, according to our assumptions,
if there is such a language faculty for second language acquisition, and if there is universal
grammar to facilitate the second language acquisition.

Language Faculty
Neurolinguistics considers language to be largely innate, and defines it as a mental faculty that
allows humans to learn languages and produce and understand utterances. It stresses the
universality of language to all humans e.g. Chomsky's theory of Universal Grammar. Dr.
Henriëtte Hendriks, Head of Department of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics, University of
Cambridge, raised two questions in her article Making Sense of Language: learning across the

lifespan: Is there a ‘language faculty’, an innate human capability, which prepares us for the
acquisition of whatever language we encounter at birth? How children develop grammar in the
two languages when they grow up in an environment where they acquire two or more
languages simultaneously or successively?
Certainly, if there is such a ‘language faculty’, and if there is an universal grammar underlines
whatever language we encounter at birth, then the answer to our question would be crystal
clear.
American Linguist Noam Chomsky campaigned his Universal Grammar theory for 50 years that
humans are biologically prewired to learn language at a certain time and in a certain way, and
that children are born with an innate Language Acquisition Device (LAD) that facilitate and
constrain language learning. A recent groundbreaking study, with the support of a $3.2 million
National Science Foundation grant, has revealed that Artificial Grammar Reveals Inborn

Language Sense, as reported by ScienceDaily (May 13, 2011). The cognitive scientists at The
Johns Hopkins University have confirmed a striking prediction of the controversial hypothesis
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that human beings are born with knowledge of certain syntactical rules that make learning
human languages easier.
Jennifer Culbertson, lead author of the study, reasoned that if knowledge of certain properties
of human grammars, such as where adjectives, nouns and numerals should occur, is hardwired
into the human brain from birth, the participants tasked with learning alien Verblog would have
a particularly difficult time, which is exactly what happened. The adult learners who had had
little to no exposure to languages with word orders different from those in English quite easily
learned the artificial languages that had word orders commonly found in the world's languages
but failed to learn Verblog. It was clear that the learners' brains "knew" in some sense that the
Verblog word order was extremely unlikely. The study provides evidence remarkably consistent
with Noam Chomsky's hypothesis that some knowledge of grammar is hardwired into our
brains. In other words, we know some of the most fundamental things about human language
unconsciously at birth, without ever being taught.
So, if Chomsky’s theory to be true, all of the languages in the world must share certain
structural properties. And indeed, Chomsky and other generative linguists like him have shown
that the 5000 to 6000 languages in the world, despite their very different grammars, do share
a set of syntactic rules and principles. These linguists believe that this “universal grammar” is
innate and is embedded somewhere in the neuronal circuitry of the human brain. And that
would be why children can select, from all the sentences that come to their minds, only those
that conform to a “deep structure” encoded in the brain’s circuits. In this case, can
understanding features of innate learning be used to facilitate learning second language?

Universal Grammar for Second Language Learning
Applied linguist Michael Gasser from School of Informatics and Computing, Indiana University,
demonstrated evidence in his book How Language Works (edition 3.0) on how a learner can
learn a foreign language with merely access to the recordings of a set of sentences, that is in a
similar way of a baby learning its first language with only information it hears being spoken
around it. According to Professor Gasser, languages differ with respect to what is contrastive.
The phonological learning task of the adult learner is the same as that of the baby:
1) to figure out what distinctions in the target language are constrastive, and
2) to learn how to produce and recognize the different phonemes in different contexts.
However, in order for a learner to achieve learning the phonology of an unfamiliar language, the
learner has to learn to be both a Speaker and a Hearer, and to figure out what the categories
(phonemes) are and how they are realised in different contexts.
The study Artificial Grammar Reveals Inborn Language Sense also provides sufficient evidence
from different angle. According to Jennifer Culbertson, this artificial language learning task
addresses the hypothesis that learners are sensitive to the same constraints seen respected by
typologically attested patterns. The methodology is used in the experiment explicitly compare
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learning of typologically common and unattested patterns, and use probabilistic variation in the
input to compare learners’ success at (a) tracking the statistics of the input language and (b)
actively producing more probable word combinations. The learning in the experiment adopts
naturalistic approach that subjects (English adults) learn semantically meaningful word
combinations in a novel artificial language by listening to an “informant”, and must comprehend
and produce word combinations during the course of learning.
The study is the first to compare language conditions of interest based both on learners’ ability
to veridically learn a target pattern, and to regularize that pattern under pressure to do so.
Subjects in the experiment learned adjective-noun and numeral-noun combinations in one of 4
novel language conditions. Subjects were tested on their ability to correctly describe pictures
they were shown. They were rewarded (by a point system) not only when they used the correct
vocabulary items, but when an utterance made in response to a particular picture matched the
order used (stochastically generated) by the informant to describe the same picture. Subjects
would therefore achieve a higher point total if they boosted the frequency of the majority order
found in the target language. Based on the results of this study, we see that subconscious
acquired knowledge (encoded typologically attested patterns) facilitates the conscious learning
(learn semantically meaningful word combinations, then comprehend and produce), and on the
other hand, their prior biases or preferences (including postnatal knowledge acquired) also
influence the language they acquire, as shown in the graphic summary below.

From above two examples we can see that understanding features of innate learning can
facilitate learning a second language, but in a slightly different way, due to cognitive, affective
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and physical differences between adults and children, reflected mainly in the following three
areas in language learning:
1.

First, adults are conscious of what they are learning about the language; Infants, on the
other hand, are not conscious of any of this and will not even be conscious of the
phonological knowledge they have when they use them.

2.

Second, adults already know the phonology of at least one language, this can both help
and hinder them in their learning of the new phonological system.

3.

During childhood, the brain gets "wired up", and the frontal lobe undergoes a surge of
development during adolescence (critical period). In adulthood, although the brain
continues to develop and gets better at recognizing the central idea and the big picture
than it at childhood, the brain development, however, is shaped mostly by outside stimuli,
the learning and new experiences.

In addition to the fact that adults share similar language acquisition fundamentals as that of
children – brain capacity to learn and language faculty with underlined universal grammar, the
second language acquisition also involves a similar ‘babbling’ stage which plays equally
important roles in the acquisition process.

Babbling in Second Language Acquisition
Babbling is a critical stage in child language acquisition, during which infants experimenting
with uttering sounds of language before producing any recognizable words. Baby babbling
begins at approximately 5 to 7 months of age, when a baby's noises begin to sound like
phonemes. In this stage, babies start producing simple syllables, such as [ba], which includes a
wide variety of consonants and vowels. Later, babies begin to string the syllables together in
sequences, such as [bababa] and [batabatabata].
Infants who are deaf also show vocal babbling. If infants are exposed to sign language,
regardless of whether they themselves are deaf or hearing, they will babble with their hands at
approximately the same time vocal babbling appears, and exhibit the same linguistic, semantic,
and conceptual complexity. These suggest that babbling is an inherent stage which plays a
crucial role in early language acquisition. Research also shows the language control center of
the brain is active during babbling, which confirms the babbling is a fundamentally linguistic
activity. In listening-based Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach for second
language acquisition, we assume a similar progressive babbling stage involved for following
three pre-linguistic functions:

First, vocal tract development
Babbling for a baby is a form of practice for developing muscles and sensory receptors of its
articulatory apparatus to gain more control over sound production, and figure out how to use
its articulatory apparatus in a fluent manner. Babies commence vocal development by crying,
progress to loud yelling noises, and finally make speech.
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Any speech sound is produced via the interactions of different physiological as well as
neurological structures. For adults, although the physical growth of vocal tract and neurological
structures responsible for vocalisation are well developed, our brain neurons controlling our
mouth movements have been programmed to speak our mother language. So we have to train
our articulatory apparatus by fast, repetitive speaking out aloud. The more we repeat and
practice, the better our neurons are programmed to control our mouth, jaw, tongue, and
larynx etc to produce more articulate sounds. Moreover, same as babies, we are not aware or
understand the manner of articulation of the target language, so we will have to learn and
practice in order to understand and master it.

Second, comprehend phonological knowledge
Phonological knowledge refers to the knowledge relating to a language sound types (segments,
consonant and vowel system), sound combinations (phonotactic knowledge), and syllable
structure (prosodic knowledge) of a language. In babbling, the baby tries out a particular
articulatory pattern, tie what it hears to what it says. The production of rhythmic sequences in
babbling provides perceptual impression of sequencing of phonemes and syllables. Crosslinguistic research in babbling revealed the universal regularities in the timing and structure of
infants’ vocal babbling, and evidence a universal basis for vocal patterns in babbling.
For adults, the phonological learning is similar to that of baby, as demonstrated by Professor
Gasser, to figure out what distinctions in the target language are constrastive, and to learn how
to produce and recognize the different phonemes in different contexts. However, as we
mentioned earlier, the fact of adults who already know the phonological rules of at least their
mother language will either facilitate their learning of the new phonological system by positive
transfer if the target language shares similarities of their mother language, or make their
learning new target language more difficult, if in any cases the differences in phonetic,
phonemic, or in phonotactic levels of two languages cause negative transfer.
According to H Douglas Brown, adults learning a second language would benefit from
grammatical explanations and deductive thinking. Adults can make conscious and deliberate
use of grammatical generalizations and can explicitly apply them to suitable exemplars. In
addition, adults can apply many learning and cognitive strategies for the best results. These
indicate the benefit of incorporating conscious learning with subconscious acquisition.

Third, acquire language sense
During babbling the baby tries out various articulatory positions and movements and then
listens to the auditory consequences, strives to imitate the sounds they hear and are guided by
the degree of ‘match’ between the sounds they produce and those stored in memory, according
to Professor Kuhl. This vocal play allows the baby to relate the auditory results to the
articulatory movements and creates a learned mapping between the two, with the credit of
baby’s supersensitivity in sound discrimination.
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In contrast, the adults lost this ability, but draws on their greater cognitive abilities and existing
phonological and lexical knowledge of mother language, particularly with regard to abstract
concepts will help them in a great deal in understanding the auditory input of second language.
Russian psychologist L. S. Vygotsky acknowledged that the human mind was comprised of a
lower-level neurobiological base, but the distinctive dimension of human consciousness was its
capacity for voluntary control over biology through the use of higher-level cognitive tools i.e.
language, literacy, numeracy, categorization, rationality, logic. As evidenced in Jennifer
Culbertson’s artificial language learning experiment, the knowledge of certain syntactical rules
will make language learning easier through language sense, a high cognitive subconscious
operation. We will look at the nature of language sense and how does it work next.

Language Sense
Language Sense Universality
Language acquisition does not just happen, regardless mother language or second language. It
is the end result of complex “behind the scenes” processes, many of which are not available to
our awareness. As we discussed earlier, babies acquire mother language easily through merely
rhythm and intonation with innate Extra-Sensory Perception abilities through phenomenal right
hemisphere, we adults, however, lost this ability, will have to work out our own ways to achieve
this. Language sense is such a substitute which enables us to acquire a second language via
listening-based learning practice.
‘Language Sense’ is the vital driven force behind intricate language acquisition processes. We
know that simply understand the syntax of sentences and the meanings of words will not be
enough for us to engaging in any language
communication. To follow a conversation, a written
document, or an exchange of metaphors, we must
also understand interrelate multiple elements, the
coherent structure and properties, and interpret
them with respect to a given context. It is in this
comprehending process that a language sense
works in a given language. Similarly, language
sense exists in any language. As we pointed out
briefly before, though all languages vary widely, they share certain fundamental properties, the
‘semantic content’. For example, all languages contain the semantic structure of predication - a
structure that predicates a property, state or action that has truth value, i.e. it can be true or
false about an entity. Languages differ widely in whether categories are encoded through the
use of categories or lexical units. However, several categories are so common as to be nearly
universal. Such universal categories include the encoding of the grammatical relations of
participants and predicates by grammatically distinguishing between their relations to a
predicate, the encoding of temporal and spatial relations on predicates, and a system of
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grammatical person governing reference to and distinction between speakers and addressees
and those about whom they are speaking.
Regardless of whether categorization is on the basis of perceptual, behavioral, or functional
commonalities, we will see in a later discussion that similarity plays a central role in
categorization, which can foster insights (language sense) into other cognitive processes
through structural alignment and mapping. Language sense is with any language, just as the
scent and colour of a flower, and the pattern and shape of the leaves, all speak about the
uniqueness of this flower. But what exactly is language sense? Is it part of our senses?

Nature of Language Sense
We live in a complex environment where we take multiple sensory inputs via our senses at any
one time, and our senses work together for any activity that we perform, for example we use
vestibular, proprioception, visual, and tactile senses together to take a book from the table. Our
brain perceives and processes these multiple sensory modality inputs into functional outputs so
that we make sense of everything around us. For most of us, this perceptual process occurs
automatically without our awareness of what is taking place, although we may think that we
are conscious of the entire scene around us.
We understand why we do not sense radio waves, x-rays, or the microscopic parasites crawling
on our skin due to absolute threshold, but we hardly comprehend why we cannot sense a
message encoded in a painting by the author until someone tells us about it. Do we know and
understand all our innate senses apart from our basic seven senses of sight, hearing, taste,
smell, touch, equilibrium, and intuition? What about proprioception, a sense processes
information from our muscles, joints, and other body parts to provide us with an unconscious
awareness of the position of our body parts in relation to each other and their relation to other
people and objects? Then, how about the sense of humor and where is its sensory organ
hidden inside the body? So often we say "use your common sense", and so often we seem just
"know" something instinctly. Our senses create awareness in our mind which is beyond the
conscious thinking process, and enables us to perceive, grasp and understand the world
around us. So sense is an inherent ability to perceive meaning of something sound reasonable.
It is the act or faculty of knowing or sensing without the use of rational processes. It represents
instinctive knowing or an impression knowledge gained by the use of this faculty. In linguistics,
a word sense refers to one of the meanings of a word. When a word has multiple meanings, we
identify which sense of a word (i.e. meaning) is used in a sentence based on hints that the rest
of the sentence gives us. Then, what is the language sense?
Language sense is language awareness, an ability of apprehending the meaning of a word or
expression of a language. It is an intuitive or acquired perception of the essence of a given
language through either the sensory organs or the intellectual consciousness.
According to Immanuel Kant, German philosopher, thoughts without content are empty, and
intuition without concepts are blind. Our senses provide us only with the content (or matter) of
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the objective world, such as colors, sounds, smells, and so on. Same as sounds, facial
expressions, body language, and proxemics that all express its semantic (meaningful) content,
the sense of language is no exception; it gives us the sense about ‘objective content’ of a
language, for example, it helps us to make sense about what words are "well-formed" or
"acceptable", or in other words, if a word that conform to the language's phonological rules.

How Does Language Sense Work?
We have examined that acquiring a language requires the simultaneous mastery of
phonological, syntactic and semantic skills. We also pointed out that understanding the
categorized concepts, inherent structures and relational functions, and how their components
interact and integrate for language production are essential for language learning. As illustrated
in the diagram below, it is through mapping and blending of these interrelated conceptual
structures that we acquire language sense.
The complex “behind the scenes” process of
language sense calls for the same principles
of synchronization applied in phonological,
semantic and syntactic processes as we
discussed

earlier,

and

integrates

the

categorized concepts of each components,
aligns coherent structures, and correlates
their interdependent functions. Identically,
the overlap areas of the diagram represent
the

shared

and

blended

multivariate

inference knowledge, as results of the
interaction and integration in language production. The outer circle represents its wholeness
and indivisibility. In short, the language sense works through higher cognitive process of
structural alignment, cross mapping and concept integration.

Structural Alignment
Like analogy, the process of making language sense also involves alignments of relational
structures. It operates through comparisons over relations of multiple entities, and applies the
same principles as Johannes Kepler's analogy comparison process, involving structural
alignment and cross-mapping over complex articulated mental representations. In Structure
Mapping in Analogy and Similarity, cognitive scientists Dedre Gentner and Arthur B. Markman
summarized three characteristics of structural alignment:
1. Structurally consistent. It must observe parallel connectivity and one-to-one
correspondence. Parallel connectivity requires that matching relations must have matching
arguments, and one-to-one correspondence limits any element in one representation to at
most one matching element in the other representation.
2. Relational focus. Analogies roust involve common relations but need not involve
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common object description.
3. Systematicity. The presence of higher order connections between lower order relations.
The systematicity principle captures a tacit preference for coherence and causal predictive
power in analogical processing. It is a central factor controlling what information is
considered in a comparison.
The implicit preference for systematicity, and for aligning of connected systems of knowledge
generates spontaneous inferences, as the example they illustrated that a two-year-old boy
watched fascinated as some pet ducklings ate. Then he held his arms to his sides and bent
down and up like the ducklings. Finally he announced, pointing at the ducklings, "Have no
hands!" The boy had figured out why they ate so differently from him. We see even prosaic
similarity comparisons can lead to insights.
In an attempt to investigate what factors promote deep conceptual processing in young
children, Susan Gelman, Professor of Psychology at the University of Michigan, and colleagues
conducted a research on Effects of language and similarity on comparison processing involving
both children (four-year-olds) and adults. The project is the first to exam the use of generic
language and comparison process, involving a structural alignment that highlights common
relational structure as well as differences connected to that structure. As predicted, for both
ages, the results show (1) high-similarity pairs generated both more commonalities and more
alignable differences than low-similarity pairs; (2) generic wording differed from specific
language in relatively more deep properties for both ages; and (3) the combination of generic
language and high similarity was especially favorable for producing deep properties. The
detailed parallels between age groups suggest that the same comparison processes hold for
children as for adults. The results revealed that generic language, which are thought to be
cross-linguistically universal, combined with structural alignment process provide deep
conceptual insights for both children and adults. In other words, generic language can generate
insights by structural alignment, a typical implication of how language sense works.

Cross Mapping / Structure Mapping
A cross mapping is a comparison in which two analogous scenarios contain similar or identical
objects that play different relational roles in the two scenarios. It is part of the analogical
similarity comparison process. Arthur Markman and Dedre Gentner summarized structure
mapping into the following eight benchmark phenomena of analogy in their article Structure

Mapping in the Comparison Process:
1. Relational similarity: Analogies involve relational commonalities;
2. Structural consistency: Analogical mapping involves one-to-one correspondence and
parallel connectivity.
3. Systematicity: In interpreting analogy, connected systems of relations are preferred over
sets of isolated relations.
4. Candidate inferences: Analogical inferences are generated via structural completion.
5. Alignable differences: Differences that are connected to the commonalities of a pair are
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rendered more salient by a comparison.
6. Interactive interpretation: Analogy interpretation depends on both terms. The same
term yields different interpretations in different comparisons.
7. Multiple interpretations: Analogy allows multiple interpretations of a single comparison.
8. Cross-mapping: People typically perceive both interpretations of a cross-mapping and
prefer the relational interpretation.
They discussed three aspects of comparison that are central in structure-mapping theory: first,
mental representations are structured; second, the comparison process is driven by a
preference for connected relational structure, and third, that analogical matches are based on
semantic similarities. From what we discussed earlier in the language learning process about
phonological, semantic and syntactic entities, we are not surprised to see that they carry all
these analogical phenomena. With supporting evidence of each point, Arthur Markman and
Dedre Gentner concluded that structure mapping is a fundamental cognitive process that
influences diverse aspects of higher cognitive processing. The ability to compare pairs of
structured representations is critical for permitting rule-based reasoning, finding analogies
between domains, constructing preferences, and solving complex problems. Furthermore, deep
conceptual change can take place in service of making representations of distant domains more
comparable, thereby promoting consistency in representational structure.

Concept Integration/ Concept Blending
Conceptual Blending is a general theory of cognition developed by cognitive linguists Gilles
Fauconnier and Mark Turner. According to this theory, elements and vital relations from diverse
scenarios are "blended" in a subconscious. Insights obtained from these blends, in our context
of language learning discussions, constitute the products of language sense.
Since the fundamental principles and mechanisms employed in conceptual blending also
involve comparison, categorization and analogies, which we have briefly discussed above, we
hereby only draw attentions to its high level expressions as discussed in details in the

Conceptual Integration and Formal Expression by Mark Turner and Gilles Fauconnier.
According to Mark Turner and Gilles Fauconnier,
conceptual blending involves partial projection from
two input structures to create a third structure; often,
a single element in the blend corresponds to elements
in each of the inputs; the blend is not constructed by
union or intersection of the inputs; the blend is not a
skeletal or fixed mock-up of a few elements from the
inputs, but has a life of its own, in the sense that it
contains structure that is not calculable from the
inputs and that it can be developed, once it is set up,
on its own terms; the blend counts as a unit that can
be manipulated efficiently as a unit; the blend
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provides full access to the input structures, without requiring continual recourse to them.
In their approach, a many-space model assigns roles to the two input spaces, ("source" and
"target" in a metaphor or analogy), but also to two middle spaces - a generic space, which
contains skeletal structure that applies to both input spaces, and a blended space, which is a
rich space integrating in a partial fashion specific structure from both of the input spaces. The
blended space often includes structure not projected to it from either input space. The blending
process begins with two input spaces and produces a third space. This third space, the blend, is
both less and more than the two input spaces. It is less in taking only partial structure from
each of the two input spaces, but it is also much more than the two input spaces in combination.
The fourth space of the many-space model is the generic middle space, a skeletal space that
contains structure that is taken to apply to both of the input spaces.
The relationships among these four spaces, and the mechanisms of conceptual projection
among them, are intricate and non-compositional, which plays an indispensable role in
reasoning and inference. Conceptual blending involves cross-space mapping of counterparts
and integration of events. Linguistic forms can also be blended on the basis of cross form
mappings. As they claimed, where there is conceptual blending, there is pressure to reflect it in
formal organization, and this is at work across a range of constructions, from morphemes to
sentences. An example they used is single word integrations like "Chunnel," which refers to the
tunnel that runs under the English Channel. Clearly, there is a conceptual construction that
integrates structure from both the generic frame of a tunnel and the knowledge frame of the
body of water between England and France. This integrated unit can serve as the site for
integrating a great range of knowledge, from the relevant geology to problems of engineering,
from the history of relations between England and France to issues of ecology. This integration
of content has as a corresponding grammatical form "the tunnel under the English Channel"
which relies upon generic conceptions of "under," and the unit status of a grammatical complex
noun phrase. A more compact compound noun construction is "the Channel tunnel", given the
phonemes in "Channel" and "tunnel." This integration is a formal blend, triggered by a partial
phonological mapping between the two words channel and tunnel.
Another well portrayed example in their article reflected at the morphological level: the word
'McJobs'. "Mc" evokes a space of fast food and employment in that
industry. "Jobs" evokes the more general frame of seeking employment.
They have roles in common providing a generic foundation for the blend.
Two input spaces are set up, one for aspects of McWorld and another
for seeking employment. A straightforward mapping links common roles.
But that mapping does not in itself provide the central inference of
"McJobs." It is in the blend that specific aspects of the McDonald jobs no prestige, no chance of advancement, no challenge, no future, boredom, a certain kind of
social stigma, that are blended with the more general notion of low-level service jobs. So this
simple blend brings in analogical mapping, frame extraction, and generic role identification.
The striking thing about this unit is that it creates new conceptual structure while all the
conceptual engineering that went into building it can be retrieved by a member of the relevant
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linguistic and cultural community from the single word, "McJobs".
From simple examples we can see that mental spaces are often connected by vital conceptual
relations. When mental spaces serve as inputs to a blended mental space, the vital conceptual
relations between them can be ‘compressed’ to blended structure inside the blended mental
space. In other words, ‘outer-space’ relations become ‘inner-space’ relations, according to Mark
Turner in his article Compression and Representation.
Blending is a general cognitive process that runs across cognitive operations. Though, as
people questioned that it does not illuminate the issue of where the inputs to a blend actually
come from, it appears as it may, however, as we already established in language learning
process, the initial inputs to a blend can be as little as a simple rhythm, an intonation, and a
phoneme. An auditory input can eventually blend out an articulatory output, simply through
listening. It is through this blending process, by practice, we acquire language sense, a blend
with vital relations between other mental spaces and representation, which in turn serve as
inputs to another blended mental space for further blending …and higher cognition. The
continuation of blending and making language sense can eventually turn a language ‘stranger’
to a ‘master’.

Concept Mapping – Insight to Language Sense
Following above lengthy discussions, let’s close eyes and visualise how language sense is
working through our language learning process. And with eyes closed, let’s imagine how infants
learning first through events happenings, objects, and sounds around them, and with
perceived regularities and labelled symbols and words, the blended concepts are created in
baby’s mental space…, we continue this process and by the end, we should be able to visualise
a reversed diagram of the following example of conceptual map, created using the IHMC
CmapTools computer program.
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This concept map reflects the relational structures among concepts. The technique for
visualizing these relationships among different concepts is called "concept mapping",
developed by Joseph Novak, Emeritus Professor at the Cornell University, to illustrate concepts
and propositions composed of concepts, the central elements in the structure of knowledge and
construction of meaning.
By reversing the process, we see how concepts, the abstract mental representations can be
formed. Precisely, the concept map reflects structured knowledge representations, which are
essential for similarity measurement, because they "make explicit the relations between
elements in a situation, and allow complex representation to be constructed through the
combination of simpler elements" as Professor Markman commented. Put in another way, it all
matters with cause-effect relations between concepts. An object is represented by multiple
concepts, and every concept is related to dozens or hundreds of other concepts. A concept
becomes meaningful only if it has relations with other concepts, and a concept may have many
cause-effect relations with other concepts at the same time, meaning that a concept can be at
the same time to be cause concept for several effect concepts, and as an effect concept for
several cause concepts. For Example: the concept “book” is an effect concept for “writing”
concept, and a cause concept for “reading” concept. Relation, the association between two
concepts, is critical for knowledge representation, because relations with other concepts make
a concept meaningful. In principle, there is only one type of relations: cause-effect relation,
which is fundament, because it gives understanding of what would happen as a result of
current situation, and meanwhile, predicting the future of current context. More significantly, if
there are two strong cause-effect relations, for example, “Rain” is a reason for “Wet clothes”
and “Wet clothes” is the reason to “feel cold”, then the new cause-effect relation “Rain” is a
reason for “Cold” should be also created.
From logical point of view a concept map would consist of several concepts connected by many
cause-effect relations, which would give us idea how cause-effect relations look like in our
knowledge base, such as in memory. We can even imagine that in our memory all concepts are
parts of one huge concept map, and every time we learn a concept, our brain picks out a small
sub-hierarchy which is highly cohesive with the given concept.
If a computer program, developed by conscious minds, can draw and reflect such complexity of
cognitive process, our super phenomenal brain surely can also ‘draw’, at “behind the scenes”,
even more complex mental representations. This is what enables language sense work
subconsciously, and this is also the foundation making language sense a driven force in
assisting learning new objects, patterns and structures, and so on.

Language Sense - Right Hemisphere Lateralization
Language sense is a background process operating at subconscious level from the initial cues of
auditory input throughout the entire language acquisition process. In contrast to the rational
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learning, language sense is lateralized right hemisphere function, same as intuitive, awareness,
creative, sensory, analogue, simultaneous, synthetic, and relational functions.
We have discussed quite intensively earlier on right hemisphere vs left hemisphere in children’s
mother language acquisition, and acknowledge that though left hemisphere is dominant in
language acquisition, right hemisphere, in complement, also has far greater yet uncommitted
or under utilized language functions. We have learned that in addition to grammar and
semantics, phonological prosody constitutes the third element of speech. In fact, the
phonological prosody is one of the most vital elements in language acquisition, because it is the
primal input of the language acquisition. Dr. Franck Ramus, research scientist at the
Laboratoire de Sciences Cognitives et Psycholinguistique, pointed out in his article ‘Language

Discrimination by Newborns: Teasing Apart Phonotactic, Rhythmic, and Intonational Cues’ that
rhythm typology can be grounded in languages’ phonological properties and in
acoustic-phonetic measurements. The prosodic units are the actual phonetic "spurts", or
chunks of speech, and are marked by phonetic cues. "Prosodic structure" is important in
language contact and lexical borrowing, and they need not correspond to grammatical units
such as phrases and clauses. A large literature has documented the use of prosodic cues for
lexical access, and convincing evidence has been provided that this may underlie the first steps
of lexical acquisition.
We would be surprised to see that such an important role of prosody, the primal input in
language acquisition, is a dominant and lateralized function of the right hemisphere according
to a series of stimulating articles. In one study Disturbances in Prosody - A Right Hemisphere

Contribution to Language, Dr. Sandra Weintraub, Professor of The Department of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences of Northwestern University, and team discovers that modulations of
prosody can produce alterations in the meaning and affective tone of spoken language. The
study shows that when discrimination, repetition, and spontaneous production of nonemotional
prosody were tested in nine patients with right-sided brain injuries and ten control subjects
without brain damage, the patients were found to be significantly worse than the control
subjects in their ability to distinguish and express prosodic features that provide phonemic or
emphatic information.
The neuroimaging studies have also well established that the left hemisphere is not sufficient to
mediate normal levels of discourse comprehension, and the activity of temporal lobe (home to
the primary auditory cortex, involves in auditory perception and important for the processing of
semantics in both speech and vision), is right lateralized when participants listen to stories,
even when they do so passively. Other studies suggest that a more diverse network of right
hemisphere regions is involved in discourse comprehension, but again the right lateralization of
temporal lobe activity is clear. Rachel L. C. Mitchell et al at School of Psychology, University of
Reading in their research paper on Right hemisphere language functions and schizophrenia: the

forgotten hemisphere? revealed that the right hemisphere is the primary mediator of a set of
paralinguistic or pragmatic phenomena that accompany the words of an utterance and that can
modify or influence its meaning. Functional imaging studies of healthy people have also
confirmed that higher order language functions are mediated by the right hemisphere rather
than the left. These functions include discourse planning/comprehension, understanding
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humour, sarcasm, metaphors and indirect requests, and the generation/comprehension of
prosody. It is clear that language sense is one of them judging from its primary cues of prosody
as well as its higher order cognitive functions involved in language acquisition process.
On the basis of second language acquisition involving widespread distributed systems
bilaterally with the right hemisphere having special roles in appreciation of language sense and
engaging in affective learning strategies, where the imitation, repetition and reading words
aloud in order to memorize new vocabulary or phrases or uses situational context in order to
better understand the new language, we propose a bi-hemisphere learning approach –
Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach, incorporating subconscious
acquisition with conscious learning through synchronized multisensory practice.

L-MSL Methodology
Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach (L-MSL) is a multisensory learning
approach,

which

emphases

listening-based

synchronization of listening, speaking, reading
and writing practice in repetition. In other words,
to practice listening, speaking, reading and
writing simultaneously based on listening through
repetition. Before discussing the details of its
methodology, we will briefly look at the four key
properties of L-MSL, namely listening-based
learning, multisensory learning, synchronized
learning and repetitious learning, and why they
are important.

Listening-based Learning
In L-MSL approach, listening plays the most crucial role in the entire language acquisition
process, due to the following three main aspects:
1.

Sound is at the beginning of any language acquisition. The innate bioprogram for language
acquisition defines the language is first listened and spoken, and then it is read and
written.

2.

Listening elicit prosodic cues. Listening extensively the speech sound of target language
would provide direct cues of its underlined acoustic and phonetic properties, which could
be of great help to the first steps of its phonological, lexical and syntactic acquisition.

3.

Though listening itself is not direct function of right hemisphere, the specially designed
synchronised multisensory learning approach cultivates language sense which is
lateralised in right hemisphere. Put in another way, though adults are not sensitive as
infants who discriminate all language sounds with super sensitive right hemisphere, they
can still rely on the large hidden right hemisphere language functions in making sense of
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target language prosodic features as well as comprehend syntagmatic structures through
syntagmatic relations of semantic concepts.
Dr. Alfred Tomatis, otolaryngologist, described listening in his Audio-Psycho-Phonology
alternative medicine theories of hearing and listening that the desire to listen, as well as the
capability to listen (comprehension) must be present with the listener for the successful
recognition and analysis of the sound. It is very important for the listener to become engaged in
the process of listening and develop a desire to understand what is heard at the same time.
A listening-based practice involves sound processing, meaning processing and context
processing, which calls for the integration of perception skills, analysis skills and synthesis skills.
Michael Rost, prolific author and a lecturer at the University of California, Berkeley, defined the
following six important listening component skills in his book Listening in Action:
1.

discriminating between sounds;

2.

recognizing words;

3.

identifying grammatical groupings of words;

4.

identifying “pragmatic units” — expressions and sets of utterances which function as
whole units to create meaning;

5.

connecting linguistic cues to paralinguistic cues (intonation/stress) and to non-linguistic
cues (gestures and relevant objects in the situation) in order to construct meaning;

6.

using background knowledge (what we already know about the content and the form) and
context (what has already been said) to predict and then to confirm meaning and recalling
important words and ides.

He described in details that listening consists of three basic processing phases that are
simultaneous and parallel: decoding, comprehension, and interpretation. Decoding involves
attention, speech perception, word recognition, and grammatical parsing. The goal of decoding
is to supply recognized lexical items and parsed propositions for message comprehension.
Comprehension includes activation of prior knowledge, representing propositions in short term
memory, and logical inference. The goal of comprehension is to connect the input with relevant
knowledge sources for further pragmatic interpretation. Interpretation encompasses
comparison of meanings with prior expectations, activating participation frames, and
evaluation of discourse meanings. The goal of interpretation is to present a set of viable
response options to the listener. Therefore, listening provides primary auditory input for
student which is the basis for language acquisition. Listening is also the primary interface by
which student is able to understand the subtleties of language which is not apparent by reading,
writing or by just studying grammar. Listening is therefore, a gateway to a successful second
language acquisition.

Multisensory Learning
For a long time, scientists’ understanding of how the brain processes language was rather
simple – inputs produce outputs, as also perceived by linguistics. They believed that Wernicke’s
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area (comprehension or language inputs) interpreted the words that we hear or read, then
relayed this information via arcuate fasciculus to Broca’s area (production of language, or
language outputs), which generated any words that we spoke in response. But recent evidence
demonstrates that Broca's area also plays a significant role in language comprehension, as well
as action recognition and production which involve in various cognitive and perceptual tasks.
Moreover, according to neuroscientists that Broca's area
and Wernicke's area are connected by a large bundle of
nerve fibres called the arcuate fasciculus, and a neural loop
involved both in understanding and in producing spoken
language is running between them. These two “epicentres”
for semantic processing work synchronously when the brain
is performing a word processing task.
Subsequent experiments have also revealed the existence
of a third region of the brain, the inferior parietal lobule,
connected by large bundles of nerve fibres to both Broca’s
area and Wernicke’s area, which is also indispensable for
language. More importantly, this third region lies at the
junction of the auditory, visual, and somatosensory
cortexes, with which it is massively connected, and is thus
considered as one of the convergence zones for language
learning, where information obtained through various
sensory modalities can be combined with groups of interconnected neurons whose synapses
strengthened by their simultaneous firing. In addition, the neurons in this lobule have the
particularity of being multimodal, which means that they can process different kinds of stimuli
(auditory, visual, sensorimotor etc) simultaneously. This combination of traits of apprehending
the multiple properties of spoken and written words: their sound (listening and speaking), their
appearance (reading and writing), their functions (comprehension) etc, confirms that our
inherent brain functions for language acquisition can process multivariable information coming
in on parallel tracks, which enables synchronous learning with integrated listening, speaking,
reading and writing practices for maximum results.
Brain-imaging studies have also shown that a particular area of the brain becomes activated
when the brain is performing certain tasks. When we hear a word spoken (listening), this
auditory signal is first perceived in the auditory cortex, and then passed on to Wernicke’s area
for comprehension. In contrast, when we read a word out loud (reading and speaking), the
information is first perceived as a graphic pattern by the primary visual cortex, then transmitted
to convergence zones, zones where information obtained through various sensory modalities
are combined, through which groups of interconnected neurons, responsible for reading and
speaking, are strengthened by their simultaneous firing. From there, regardless of whether the
word has been heard or read, the message travels to Broca’s area, which adds a syntactic
structure and an articulation plan before transferred to the motor cortex, which sends signals to
the muscles of the mouth and larynx that produce the spoken word.
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Synchronised Learning
The groundbreaking work done by Donald Hebb over 50 years ago approved that if two neurons are
active at the same time, the synapses between them are strengthened. This plasticity is manifested
through the phenomenon of long-term potentiation (LTP),
which can cause the long-term strengthening of the
synapses between two neurons that are activated
simultaneously. In addition to being associative, LTP can
also be cooperative: the activity of several neurons
converging

onto

a

single

neuron

facilitates

the

strengthening of these synapses. This indicates learning
can be much strengthened by simultaneous stimuli, of
which the synapses of groups of interconnected neurons
strengthened by their simultaneous firing, meaning that
the intricate biological patterns (internal linguistic map)
for language acquisition can be much adaptable to
multiple inputs while listening, speaking, reading and
writing applied synchronically.

Listening, reading and speaking require the co-ordinated operation of the brain’s auditory,
visual system and their linguistic systems. And writing is based on co-ordination of its motor
system and linguistic system, which controls the precise gestures involved in writing. However,
the function of a brain area dedicated to language is not fixed but rather varies depending on
the task to be performed, because these areas do not always activate the same connections
between them. For example, the left inferior frontal gyrus interacts with different areas
depending on whether it is processing the sound of a word or its meaning. Recent studies have
also shown that at least two distinct neural systems may be involved in reading. The brain
reads mainly by translating written characters into the corresponding phonological elements of
spoken language, but also by drawing
connections between words’ phonological
symbols and their meanings. All these
indicate that the brain processes language
functions simultaneously in parallel mode by
means of distributed networks, and in serial
mode by means of localized convergence
zones. So if understanding or producing a
spoken

or

simultaneous

written

word

contribution

require
of

the

several

modalities (auditory, visual, somatosensory,
and motor), then the L-MSL Synchronised learning approach, which applies Synchronised
listening, speaking, reading and writing practice, would greatly strengthen the interconnected
neurons across the various cortexes dedicated to these modalities, and subsequently resulting
in improved functions and productions.
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Repetitious Practice
Equally important to listening, repetition is another important key element in L-MSL approach
due to its crucial role in resulting long-term retention. To understand this point, we will have to
review how memory is formed. According to generally accepted model, there are three
necessary steps in forming a lasting memory.
1.

The stimuli detected and perceived by our senses are
entered to our sensory memory automatically, and
disappears in less than a second.

2.

Once the attention is paid to the elements of sensory
memory, it is passed on to the short-term memory,
which let us retain it for less than a minute. However,
with an active effort, by repeating the information,
we can keep it in short-term memory for as long as
possible which lets us eventually transfer it to
long-term memory for more permanent storage.

3.

Once the piece of information has been stored in our
long-term memory, it can remain there for a very
long time, and sometimes even for the rest of our life.

When we learn a new word through multisensory systems, the visual, auditory, and somatic
associative cortexes are activated to build new connections (neural circuits) among respective
neurons, for example, neurons in visual cortex to recognize the spelling, neurons in auditory
cortex to hear the pronunciation, and others in the associative regions of the cortex to relate
the word to our existing knowledge. The new word is then perceived (sensory memory) and
stored (short-term memory) temporarily in several interconnected neural networks. To learn
this new word by repeating it several times will effect and strengthen the new connections
among these various circuits. This new, durable association among certain neurons forms our
memory of this word. To remember this word (long-term memory), however, we will have to
consolidate these new neural circuits to last for reactivation by more repetition.
All our memories correspond to the particular activity of certain networks of neurons in our
brain that have strengthened connections with one another. Research found that multiple
memories can be encoded within a single neural network by different patterns of synaptic
connections. Conversely, a single memory may involve simultaneously activating several
different groups of neurons in different parts of the brain. The more frequently the neural
circuits (e.g. visual, auditory, and somatic associative cortexes etc.) linked and fire together, the
greater chance they will fire in unison on a subsequent occasion, which results in permanently
hardwiring together (long-term retention). The images below, by courtesy of The Brain from
Top to Bottom, shows that the more complex information (inputs) that requires a more
extensive semantic and phonological analysis, the more increased activity in different
associative areas of the cortex will be activated.
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Since it will generally take at least six exposures (hearing, saying, seeing, touching, etc.) before
new information enters into permanent memory for storage, according to educational
consultant Kenneth A. Wesson, combining multi-sensory experiences with multi-modal
learning approaches will certainly ensure a long-term retention for learning.

Principles and Techniques
Listening in L-MSL
The L-MSL approach emphasizes listening practice. The technique and the basic formula of
listening practice in L-MSL Approach is Repetition – Imitation – Comprehension - Dictation


Repetition is to repeat the listening
as many times as possible.



Imitation is to imitate the
pronunciation and restate it as
clearly as possible.



Comprehension is to paraphrase the



Dictation is to write down the words

listening as accurately as possible.
of contents as many as possible.
We know that thoughts move about four times as fast as speech. With listening practice we are
able to comprehend what is being said, and reproduce it by speaking and writing it down. The
principle of listening practice is to speak out, read aloud and write down along with listening,
sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph until you can articulate and write down
correctly the whole paragraph without listening or reading the transcript.

Speaking in L-MSL
Learning a second language is to use the language. Being able to speak is the primary reason
for our learning, and any improvement in spoken language will help with other language
learning skills.
Speaking is second important element in L-MSL, serving as ice-breaker, the vital force in the
whole language acquisition process. There are five principles in L-MSL speaking practice:
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1) Centered on practical sentences and
paragraphs;
2) Speak as loudly and fast as possible;
3) Pronounce as clearly and accurately as
possible;
4) Repeat as many times as possible until
you can articulate;
5) Tongue training with fast repeated
speaking
Speaking requires students to practice using the right words in the right order with the correct
pronunciation to help develop the ability to produce grammatically correct and logically
connected sentences. In this way, the speaking practice enables students to grasp the
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and subsequently improve their overall reading, writing
and listening comprehension.

Reading in L-MSL
Reading in L-MSL is to teach the language
itself. It is an integral part of the language
learning, and serving as a builder and
facilitator in the whole learning process.
In L-MSL, reading practice requires fast,
loud and interactive reading exercises to
build speed and fluency as well as
automatic

word-decoding

leading

to

comprehension. In this way students can
build up vocabulary, grammar and sentence structure. Fast, loud and interactive reading will
also improve students’ active listening and expressive speaking skills, as well as providing good
models for writing.

Writing in L-MSL
Writing is an important integral skill of foreign language learning. In L-MSL, writing practice
requires students to write down what to be said
while listening. It involves the following five
steps:
1) Write down the words you understand in
sequence while listening;
2) Leave those words you do not understand
in blank, or guess the words according to
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the context or pronunciation;
3) Make up those missing words by repeated listening;
4) Verify and correct the words according to the transcript;
5) Repeat above process until you can fast and accurately complete the whole dictation
In this way, students will master pronunciation and spelling as well as improving listening and
ability to respond. Writing helps to apply all of the words and grammar learned into practice.
Writing practice will also improve speaking skill, as no words can be written without first
speaking it out in our mind.

Conclusion
There is still so much argument in linguistics today on whether there are innate language
acquisition faulty and universal properties that all natural human languages have. While this
controversial question remains the subject of much debate, this paper draws on the strengths
from contemporary research on second language acquisition and brain functions relating to
language study in an attempt to formulate a practical learning approach for second language
acquisition.
The Listening-based Multisensory Synchro Learning Approach (L-MSL) is a multisensory
learning approach, applying learning strategies such as what is known as social affective
strategies, including fast, repeat words out loud or use situational context etc for better
understanding. It emphases listening-based synchronisation of listening, speaking, reading and
writing practice through repetition, and aims to apply a bi-hemisphere learning approach
through language sense to incorporating subconscious acquisition with conscious learning. The
L-MSL approach recognizes a similar babbling stage involved in second language acquisition,
and raised two important yet often ignored aspects which directly influence the second
language acquisition, they are right hemisphere ‘uncommitted’ language functions and
‘language sense’ operating subconsciously. The methodology underlined the L-MSL
incorporating the communicating and practicing methods, which rely on implicit memory
(subconscious acquired), and systematic method, which relies on explicit memory (conscious
learned). In this way, we can apply both implicit linguistic skills and explicit metalinguistic
knowledge for maximum results.
Finally, we conclude as what Professor Krashen concluded, the solution to the problems in
language teaching lies not in expensive equipment, exotic methods, sophisticated linguistic
analyses, or new laboratories, but in full utilization of what we already have. Language
acquisition occurs when language is used for what it was designed for, communication.
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